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Mass distributions for the 21-p anal state in the reaction 21.$~ 7lpE are calculated from a Regge-pole-
exchange model. Compared with the results of the Drell-Deck-type models, signi6cantly increased x'p
mass peaking in the A& region is predicted; calculated widths are consistent with results of recent exper1-
ments on the A1.

for s1, s2, and s all large. In particular, suppression of
large s2 is greatest when eq and O. zq are the highest and
lowest lying, respectively, consistent with quanturn-
number demands of the diagram. Thus, for the mass
labeling given in Fig. 1(a), if nir is the pion trajectory
and Gz the Pomeranchuk trajectory, large values of the
m.p subenergy will be strongly suppressed, whereas if
o.& is the I"or p trajectory, similar but less marked large
s2 damping will result. Moderate damping of large s2
will also occur for Fig. 1(b), where, for example,
o&z=o,„and 0.& is the Pomeranchuk trajectory.

The cross section associated with xE —+mpÃ is
written

~'LEMENTARY one-pion-exchange diagrams of the
~ Deck-Drell-Hiida type' have been studied recently

for the purpose of calculating background distributions
for the reaction xX~AX.' In this paper, the results
of a Regge-pole-exchange model calculation of the mass-
and momentum-transfer distributions are presented;
the method yields, in comparison with elementary
exchange models, more pronounced enhancement of
final srp inVariant maSSeS in the A 1 (rnaSS = 1.0g 8eV/C2)
region. Computed enhancement widths are consistent
with the results of recent experiments on the A 1.

The basic assumption here is that xE —+ mpS
proceeds primarily via doubly peripheral collisions of
the type diagrammed in Fig. 1, where I and II are
Regge-pole exchanges. We delne, in terms of Fig. 1,
where the p's and q's are four-momenta, five in-
dependent invariant variables upon which the ampli-
tude depends:

do = (1/2 )'(1/4Fr) ~M ~2dd, (2)

where FI is the invariant Rux, equal to the product of
the target nucleon mass, m~, and the incident pion
momentum (lab), and dd 2 denotes the phase space. '

The Regge-pole hypothesis is adopted for the ab-
solute square of the invariant amplitude 3f summed
over Anal spins and averaged over initial spins. 3 There-
fore, the contribution from Fig. 1(a), in a form which
displays only the pion Reggeization explicitly (n» =n ),
1S

$= (Pl+P2) $1 (g+gl) $2 W (g+t72)

ll (gl Pl) l2 (tl2 P2)

In their work on multiple-production theory, Bali,
Chew, and Pignotti' observed that for such diagrams,
denoting the respective Regge trajectories by n&(ti)
and nrr(t2), one has

where the Reggeized pion propagator' is
da ~ (S,/$, )or—iid ln($, /S, )

-' (1+' "")(2 -+1)1'( +')
sinsrcr k 2 / (+2r)I'(n +1)

(4)

n, '=du /dt2(gs (5)

cosh)2= —2ts)12 ' ')
2

't L$2—li—m 2

—-,'ls-'(m, '—m.'—l,) (l,+l,—m.s)j, (6)

X2= ti'+t2'+m ' 2tit2 2—m '(ti—+l2), (7)

) s=m, +m +t2' 2m, 'm ' —2t2(mrs+—m 2). (g)

Present experimental evidence is consistent with a
small slope, if any, for the Pomeranchuk trajectory. '

Use of Toiler variables, as in Ref. 3, is not essential for writing
the phase space, but is important for the Reggeization procedure.' See, for example, K. J. Squires, Complex Angular Momentgm
and Particle Physics (W. A. Benjamin, Inc. , New York, 1963).

'For discussion and references, see G. F. Chew, Comments
on Nuclear and Particle Physics 1, 121 (1967).
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Moreover at energies now accessible, exchanges other
than the Pomeranchuk in leg I of Fig. 1(a) are expected
to contribute. Consequently, a Reggeized form for
3f ~' is not adopted'; rather, the off-mass-shell mE-
scattering amplitude is approximated by the on-shell
amplitude, which in turn is related to the mS differential
cross section characterized at high energy by a pro-
nounced diffraction peak at small four-momentum
transfer t~. Therefore let

I
M.~'

I

'= (do/dn) pe~'r (9)

:II
~ ~ q

~N
1

P
7r

~ II
pS~ '~q

I

(bj

Fzo. 1. Regge-pole-exchange diagrams which give rise to
enhancement of low wp masses.

decreasing function as (—tp) increases. The choice of
sp is somewhat arbitrary; usually sp 1 BeV'.

Because results of calculations with the Deck-type
matrix element [Eq. (12)]are fairly well known, results
obtained by the two methods are compared in Fig. 2
for incident pion lab momenta 8.0 and 11.0 BeV/c. For
simplicity, 0 & at both momenta for both Regge
[Eq. (15)] and non-Regge [Eq. (12)] matrix elements
was fixed at 29 mb. For both matrix elements at 8
BeV/c, A=8.0 (BeV) ', and at 11 BeV/c, A=9.0
(BeV) '. In all computations sr) 1.8 (BeV)' in order to
exclude the (3,3) isobar region. Otherwise all inte-
grations were performed over the entire regions allowed
kinematically. In the spirit of most Deck-type calcu-
lations in which no auxiliary damping factors are
introduced at the 7rirp vertex, sp and P(4) were both
set equal to unity. "

The total mp production cross sections obtained by
the different methods were the same, 0.15 mb, at both
momenta. Using the Reggeized matrix element, one
obtains distributions peaked slightly lower (1.08 versus
1.15 BeV/c') with full widths at half-maximum of 450
MeV versus 700 to 800 MeV in the Deck approach.
Differentia. cross sections, drr/dti in "the Ai region,
0.96&W&1.2," were also computed. In this respect
there is little difference between the two models; plots
of log(do/dti) versus 3i yield straight lines in both
cases. The slopes at 8.0 BeV are 10.0 (BeV) ' and at
11.0 BeV/c are 11.0 (BeV) ', in agreement with
experiment. ' "

Both the elementary pion-exchange and Reggeized
exchange models, as discussed here, yield total cross
sections approximately —,

' those measured in the labora-
tory. The agreement may be improved as follows: (a)
by including the energy dependence of a ~ and of 3
in Eq. (15) [this is equivalent to adding the contri-
bution of exchanges other than the Polneranchuk in
leg I of Fig. 1(a)7; (b) by including the effects of
diagrams with p exchange, as in Fig. 1(b). Each of

where A is the slope, on a logarithm plot, of the 7rÃ

elastic differential cross section. On the basis of the
optical theorem one writes

(do/dQ) p= Xpo.pP; (1o)

Xp
——[si—(m~ —m.)'][sr—(m~+m )'], (11)

and cr & is the mX total cross section. This procedure is
similar to that of others, ' and is in agreement with the
experimental observations in xÃ —+ m.pg. '

Over-all normalization is achieved by requiring that
in the limit t2 —+ m ', Eq. (3) reduce to that appropriate
to the exchange of an elementary pion, viz. ,

(m, '—4m. ')
I

M'. i, I

'= g'
I
M.&'

I

'. (12)
(tp2 —m, ')'

f.(m.') =g'(m '—4m ')

A curved pion trajectory of the Pignotti type' was
used. However, a linear trajectory yields similar results:

n = —(m, '—tp)['m '—tp+1] '. (14)

After the threshold factors are removed from f (t2) and
certain factors extracted from the F functions in Eq.
(4), the final form obtained for the contribution of
Fig. 1(a) is

g'(m '—4m ')Xp[irn. w (sr) )'(1+n)'e" 'r

P(~p)
X [sp ( sp $i m~—

2 (1—cosign)

(m —m —t )(fr+pt m~pP)}]P~ . (15)

Here P(t&) is a smooth function equal to unity at
t2 ——m, '. In usual Regge-pole fits" it is taken as a

"Comments on this choice are made later in this paper. In a
detailed comparison with data, s0 and p(t2) could be fixed by
Qtting the experimental distribution in t2.

"Calculations employing Reggeization of both the pion and
Pomeranchuk exchanges in Fig. 1(a) (with o.~-=1.0) have also
been performed: the exponential damping factor at the 37-E-
Pomeranchuk vertex was chosen as in the previous paragraph.
Final xp mass distributions were peaked at the same position
and had the same widths as those of the semi-Reggeized model
just discussed.

' This point is discussed further in footnote 12; use of the non-
Regge form also facilitates normalization, as will be seen.

8 See papers by Deck, Maor, Stodolsky, and Ross and Yam
in Rci. 1.

Pignotti, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 416 (1963); R. J. N.
Phillips and %. Rarita, Phys. Rev. 139, B1336 (1965).

'0 C. B. Chiu, R. J. N. Phillips, and %. Rarita, Phys. Rev. 153,
$48$ (19$7l, and references therein.

Here g is the efFective 7rirp-coupling constant; (g'/4r)
=2.2. Because n (t&) —+0 as tp~ m ', consistency of

Eqs. (3) and (12) requires
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Fzo. 2. Comparison of m.p mass
distributions calculated from pion
Regge-pole-exchange model (solid line)
and elementary pion-exchange Deck-
type model (dashed line) for the re-
action m.X—+~pN at incident pion
moments: (a) 8.0 BeV/c and (b) 11.0
BeV/c. W is the invariant mass of the
mv system.
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these contributes about 0.1 mb to the total cross section
in the form of an enhancement, 800 to 900 MeV/e' wide,
peaked near W=1.2 BeV/c'. After inclusion of both,
the full width increased to 500 MeV/c and the peak
location shifted to W=1.1 BeV/e'. Widths of this
size are consistent with those of recent experimental
distributions obtained at these incident momenta. ''
More detailed analyses keyed to the characteristics of
given experiments would be very valuable to determine
what fraction of reported A& peaks can actually be
accounted for by this Regge-pole-exchange model.

Minor ambiguities deserve comment. By taking
ss(1 (BeV)' or cr ')1 (the value used here), or by
introducing the form factor P(fs), narrower widths can
be obtained. However, the requirement that the location
of the experimental A» enhancement be reproduced
limits freedom; it is unlikely that a width less than
350 MeV/c' could be realized. The over-all energy
dependence of the enhancement parameters was
studied: at 30.0 BeV/e with 2=10.0 and cr '=1.0,
do/dW peaks at W= 1.1 BeV/e' and has a full width
of 550 MeV/c'.

The possibility that the results reported here might
also be obtained via the traditional momentum-
transfer —dependent form-factor modification" of the
elementary one-pion-exchange (OPE) model was in-
vestigated. A form factor of the type

E(fs) =E(fs)eo"

in which E(ts) is a polynomial, was introduced as a
is Preliminary results t Phys. Letters 22, 112 (1966)g of the

Aachen-Berlin-CERN collaboration gave evidence of a much
narrower A&., the valley reported there between A1 and A2 peaks
has since vanished with better statistics (private communication
from D. R. O. Morrison).

'4 See, for example, E. Ferrari and F. Selleri, Phys. Rev. Letters
7, 387 (1961);Nuovo Cimento, Suppl. 24, 453 (1962).

multiplicative factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (12).
Normalization was fixed, again, by requiring that

F(m.') = 1.0,

and then P(t&) and the constant 8 were adjusted so
that the modifMd elementary OPE matrix element gave
the same ts distribution do/dfs as the (unmodified)
Regge-type matrix element LEq. (15)j. The resulting
mass distribution do/dW was then computed and seen
to bear a relationship to that of the Regge-type model
similar to those shown in Fig. 2; thus the elementary
model will not yield the same results.

An analytical understanding of the increased low-
mass enhancement obtained in the Regge model can
be obtained by comparing Eqs. (12) and (15) at various
values of s&. For s& small, the right-hand side of Eq. (15)
decreases less rapidly with increasing (—ts) than does
the right-hand side of Eq. (12) and thus yields a greater
cross section; whereas as s2 gets large, the right-hand
side of Eq. (15) is dominated by its last factor which,
for small values of the momentum transfers, is essen-
tially (ss/se)', thus suppressing the larger ss because cr

is always negative. As a check on the applicability
of the Regge model, the doubly differential distribution
do/dssdfs should be examined experimentally.

The effect described here is relevant also to the
computation of threshold enhancements in the mass of
certain particle pairs in other three-body 6nal-state
processes such as J"p —+ vrpEe(890), pp —+ pprr, sp —+

7rs.p, and s.p~ rrph. A detailed fit to data on the
reaction pp ~ s.pA is in progress.
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